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A NOTE ON SASAKIAN MANIFOLDS WITH VANISHING

C-BOCHNER CURVATURE TENSOR

BY JIN SUK PAK

In [3], Ryan proved

THEOREM A. Let M be a compact conformally flat Riemanman manifold
with constant scalar curvature. If the Ricci tensor is positive semi-definite, then
the simply connected Riemannian covering of M is one of

Sn(c), RxSn~\c) or En ,

the real space forms of curvature c being denoted by Sn(c) or En depending on
whether c is positive or zero.

In 1974, Yano and Ishihara [6] proved the following theorem corresponding
to Theorem A due to Ryan, replacing the vanishing of the Weyl conformal
curvature tensor in a Riemannian manifold by that of the Bochner curvature
tensor in a Kaehlerian manifold.

THEOREM B. Let M be a Kaehlerian manifold of real dimension n with con-
stant scalar curvature whose Bochner curvature tensor vanishes and whose Ricci
tensor is positive semi-definite. If M is compact, then the universal covering
manifold is a complex projective space CPn/2 or a complex space Cn/2.

The purpose of the present paper is to prove the following theorem cor-
responding to Theorems A and B, replacing the vanishing of the Weyl conformal
curvature tensor or Bochner curvature tensor by that of C-Bochner curvature
tensor (See [1]) in a Sasakian manifold.

THEOREM. Let Mn be a Sasakian manifold of dimension n with constant
scalar curvature whose C-Bochner curvature tensor vanishes. If Ricci tensor is
positive semi-definite, then Mn is locally C-Fubiman.

% 1. Introduction.

Recently, in an n-dimensional Sasakian manifold Mn, Matsumoto and Chΰman
[1] introduced the C-Bochner curvature tensor Bkji

h defined by
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(1.1) Bkjί

h=Kkji

h

+SkίφJ

h-Sjiφk

h+φkίSJ

h-φjίSk

h+2Skjφl

h+2φkjSi

h

where φf is the structure tensor, rf the structure vector, gjt the positive definite
metric tensor, ^j=gjί^

l

ί Kkji

h the curvature tensor, Kjt the Ricci tensor, K the

scalar curvature, SkJ=φk

sKSJ, S^^S^g^ and k— - ̂  — .

They proved the following theorems.

THEOREM C. Let Mn be a compact Sasakian space Mn of dimension n (n^5)
with vanishing C-Bochner curvature tensor of constant scalar curvature. Suppose
that Mn satisfies one of the following conditions

i) θ>—2, where θ denotes the smallest eigenvalue of the Ricci tensor,

ii) K2μ+Kίt*>-JL, (especially

ii) Mn is μ-holomorphically pinched with μ> o/ n~ι\ .

Then Mn is locally C-Fubinian. (A locally C-Fubinian manifold was defined in
C4].)

THEOREM D. // a Sasakian space Mn with vanishing C-Bochner curvature
tensor is a C-Einstein space, then Mn is locally C-Fubinian. (A C-Einstein space
was defined in [2].)

In § 2, we shall recall fundamental properties of a Sasakian space with
vanishing C-Bochner curvature tensor and in § 3 prove that the Laplacian
Δ(ZjiZ^ of the tensor Zjif defined by

(1.2) Z.̂ ^

is zero in a Sasakian manifold with constant scalar curvature whose C-Bochner
curvature tensor vanishes.

In the last § 4 we prove the main theorem stated as before by using Theorem
D and the Laplacian A(LjtL

ji} of the tensor Ljt defined by

K(
//

-—^—n
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where Ljί=Lstg
SJgtl.

%'2. Properties of a Sasakian manifold with vanishing C-Bochner
curvature tensor.

Let Mn be an n-dimensional Sasakian manifold (n^3). If we denote by P \
the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to the Riemannian con-
nection of Mn, then the following relations hold :

Sit=-St) ,

ΓkSJi

(2.1)

because the differential form S—^/ίjS^dx3 Adx1 is closed and
(See [2]).

Differentiating (1.1) covariantly and using (2.1), we have

(2.2)

Transvecting (2.2) with φιkφm' and adding the resulting equation to (2.2), we
obtain

^ΰlm.' + ΛV.ii'M^MPl^^

On the other hand, using (2.1), we have

ψfφJPtB >„'

from which,
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Contracting the last equation with ηk and ηkgjί, we find respectively

(2.3) η^tK=Q9 ηΨtKsi=Q,

from which,

+ φkiφJ

t-φJiφk

t+2φkjφi

t}PtK.

Thus, in a Sasakian manifold with vanishing C-Bochner curvature tensor, we get

(2.4) Vjix-ViKto

(2.5)

which have already proved in [1]
In the rest of the section, we are going to compute Γ ' kKjt by using (2.3),

(2.4) and (2.5). Differentiating covariantly Sίt=0//fίt gives

which together with (2.5) implies

(2.6) ΦSrtKt^n-UngH-iitKt, + l

2(n+1)

Transvecting (2.6) with φί3 and using (2.3) and (2.4) give

(2.7) ?»#„=
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which together with (1.2) implies

(2.8) F ,̂̂ -

% 3. Laplacian Δ(ZsiZ^).

In order to calculate the Laplacian

(3.1) -

where the tensor Zjt defined by (1.2) and Zji=Zstg
SJgtl, in a Sasakian manifold

with vanishing C-Bochner curvature tensor, we first consider the term
g*'(PkPjZih)Zih. Using (2.5) and (2.8), we obtain

(3.2) FAF,Zίft

-^(rkrJκ)rιtηh+-^

Transvecting (3.2) with £^Zi/l and making use of Z^^O and 2^=0, we can
easily verify

(3.3) ί*ί(ΓtΓJZift)^<ft=-2#.*S\Z<»

On the other hand, taking account of the skew-symmetry of Sjί=φJ

tKtl, we have
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j. os rγih _ ix yih

and

φnkφt

tZi!ί=Zk

t.

Substituting the last two equations into (3.3) implies

(3.4)

Next we consider the second term in the right hand side of (3.1). Taking
account of the definition (1.2) of Zj(, we have by a strightford computation

which reduces to

(3.5) (V kZ^(VkZ^=(Ψ ,K^(V kK 'ί)-

because of φkj^i(ΓkK'i)=—K+n(n—ΐ) which is a consequence of K^—^—
On the other hand, we find from (2.7)

(3.6) (/7,Λ:,ίχ

where we have used (2.3), SjiSii=KjiK
iί-(n-iγ and φjiS

ii=K-(n-l'). Con-
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tracting (2.8) with gkj and using (2.3), we get

(3.7) (Γ,z\)Γ*/r= nι3 -(

Substituting (3.6) and (3.7) into (3.5) and (3.4) respectively and substituting the
resulting equations into (3.1), we obtain

which implies

LEMMA 1. In a Sasakian manifold with constant scalar curvature whose C-
Bochner curvature tensor vanishes, we have

§ 4. The proof of the theorem.

In this section we assume the scalar curvature K is constant and define a
tensor field Lμ by

(4.1) ^= ί̂

We prepare some equalities to get the Laplacian ^(L^L^). From (4.1) we
have

(4.2) L^L^-JL—K-n,

Substituting (4.2) into (4.1) implies

(4.3) Lj^

and consequently

(4.4)

Using (2.4) and K— const, gives

(4.5) rkLJt-rjLkl

Moreover, from (4.1) and (4.4), it follows that

Sji=φJ

tLtl9

(4.6)

SuφSLSL^-LSLtjV' + ̂ - , φkiφ,hLh

kυi=-LjiL»+-l£Γ ,

Now, because of (1.1) and (4.6), the following equalities are easily verified :
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(4.7) #M»VL"

2k rL
w+3

r_L[ ___ U
In2 n

Γ 4 / ί r r i f t i 2(l-n) r , , ίf . 2(n+l) ,3 2(ra-l)2

L""4^^"1^ + n Λ^*Λ + ^^^ *

On the other hand, applying the Ricci formula to Lμ and using (1.1), (4.5)
FΛL/=0, we get

Substituting (4.7) into the last equation and making use of k— — Γ'T.n

2(n~l) .,— .. . , we can easily verify

(4.8)

Next we compute (F ' kL^(VkLji} by using P kLjt=P kZjit (3.6) and (3.7). Sub-
stituting (3.6) into (3.5) and taking account of (4.2), (4.3) and ΛT=const, we find

which together with (4.8) implies

(π+ιχn+3)

' ™2n2(n+l)(n+3)
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Taking account of Δ(LjiL
ji}—Δ(ZjiZ

jί} and Lemma 1, the last equation gives

(Aq\ n~1 T ] t r i t i ί 2(7X^-1) r 2(n-l) \, r3i
(*'V Ί^3^LuLhL \(n+ϊ)(n+3)L n+1 fLjίL

' ft(n-l) ^~"'

The following lemma was proved by Yano and Ishihara (See [6]):

LEMMA 2. In a Riemannian manifold of dimension n, for

we have

p -l X Λ ΛΓ\ 5 / •) •> \/ •) •> \

λ^λ^ ••• ^λn being eigenvalues of the tensor L3i. Moreover, if Ljt is positive
semi-definite, then P^O.

Using P given in Lemma 2, we have from (4.9)

If Ricci tensor Kμ is positive semi-definite, then (4.10) give Lji=(L/n)gjit that
is, Zjt=Q because the positive semi-difiniteness of Kjt implies that of Ljif Thus,
combining Theorem B and the above result L^=(L/n)g;ί, we have completely
proved the theorem stated at the end of the first section.
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